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Foreword

When, on June third of this year, Pablo
Casals broke his self-imposed silence
to give his Bach anniversary concert
in the small French border village of
Prades, Cyrus Durgin, the Boston
Globe's distinguished music critic, was
among those who gathered in the
Cathedral to hear the man who is gen¬

erally acknowledged to be the world's
greatest stringed instrument player.
Mr. Durgin's report of the concert and
of its setting brought so many con¬
gratulatory letters, that the Boston
Globe has reprinted his stories in this
booklet.

Copyright, June, 1950, The Boston Globe Publishing Company.



Frustrating Silence at
Great Casals Concert

PRADES, June 3 (by Airmail)—The simple way of putting
it is that the Bach Commemorative Festival directed by Pablo
Casals, began in the cathedral here tonight, and was attended
by a large audience that included not a few celebrities. That
is it in a sentence, if not a nutshell. But a great deal more was
involved by way of excitements and details that may have their
own historic importance.
This festival is the occasion of Pablo Casals' return to limited

public performance. In 1937 he came to Prades in voluntary
exile from his native Spain, vowing he would give no more con¬
certs until the Franco regime was gone.
That regime has not yet gone, and the world-famous cellist

and Bach scholar has continued to live quietly here in the region
of the Pyrenees-Orientales, keeping up his practice and teaching
a few well-known, experienced musicians who have sought his
knowledge and counsel.
It was told me that not until the past few months have the

citizens of Prades come to realize the fame of their townsman,
since in this remote small town fame hardly exists and repute
does not penetrate beyond the mountain valley; certainly no
farther than Perpignan at one end and Vernet les Bains at the
other, say 30 miles at most.
But once violinist Alexander Schneider, a first-rate musician
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himself, often heard in Boston, who has been studying with
Casals in the Summers, had conceived the importance of such a

festival and persuaded Casals at least to play publicly in the
town of his adoption, then Prades perked up and took notice.
As the machinery of the festival was set up, the citizens of
Prades developed an interest that became a fervor.
By yesterday they had done themselves proud as they might

in their simple way. As you entered Prades you saw large signs
of welcome, flags—the tricolor of France, the Stars and Stripes,
the British Union Jack, the banner of the defunct Spanish
Republic—bunched together.

Pablo Casals' name was writ in letters large on one poster
after another.
The proprietor of the bakery, a la petite Marquise, had done

his best and displayed in his shop window a cake in the shape
and almost the size of a cello. At considerable expenditure of
pleas and eloquence the town authorities and local clergy had
persuaded the Archbishop of the worth and importance of the
festival, and had obtained the use of the Prades Cathedral as
the concert hall. The square before the Cathedral had been
strung with spotlights.
The most affecting demonstration of all was the action of the

citizens of Prades in gathering in this square an hour before
concert time. There are S 000 residents here, and nearly one-

third to one-half of them must have turned out, forming two

large crowds between which we festival-goers passed to the
Cathedral door. People also watched from every window and
every roof-top giving on the square. And they were quiet,



impressed by this large tribute to Casals from the world beyond
their valley.
The truth is that though the festival is devoted to Bach, in

the 200th anniversary of his death, the object of respect, even
adulation, is Casals himself, the artist and the man of political
and humanist principles. That fact, I believe, even more than
Bach, is what has drawn many in these audiences of the three
weeks to come.

Promptness is not scrupulously observed over here, and the
first concert, scheduled for 9 in the evening, did not begin until
nearly 10. First, the Bishop of Perpignan, in an address notable
for its gestures and dramatic intensity, welcomed the audience,
praised the value of the festival and the greatness of Casals
himself.
Then arrived the moment of moments: Casals' own first

appearance. He came in from the sacristy, carrying his cello,
a stocky, homely man, quite bald, wearing gold-rimmed spec¬
tacles and, so far as I can see from Mme. Vigue's aisle pew, an

expression blended of impassivity, bewilderment and pre¬
occupation.

Since this was a church, all applause was forbidden. The only
alternative homage quickly was given, as the orchestra and the
audience rose in greeting. Two or three bows from Casals and
he sat down, nervously twitching his chair about, and flipping
his fingers over the strings of his instrument to reassure himself
the tuning was exact. Then he launched into the First Suite for
unaccompanied cello, in G major.
No matter how carefully you may choose your words in
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attempting to describe the playing of Casals, there are two
which easily assert themselves: magic and perfection. You might
have half-expected, as I did, that the fingers of a man of 73
would have stiffened.

Those recordings of Casals with which you were familiar,
must have been made some years ago.

But in the swift agility, the technical mastery of those flying
fingers there was no stiffness.
Nor was there any in that marvelously free, graceful bowing

arm, perhaps the greatest bowing arm of any string player it has
been my good fortune to hear.
This was less performance than a pure manifestation of music,

subtle and precise in the rhythm, exact in pitch, singing all the
way, of a style rich and broad and as pure Bach as could be;
everything clear, perfectly proportioned, all carried on a tone
neither small nor large, not raspy, but a full-bodied, satiny
resonance that was glorious. I think there would be no disagree¬
ment among musicians—who seldom concur among themselves—
that this was the supremely fine music-making of the greatest
cellist in the world.

I may repeat the words, if not the name, of a great violinist
who said: "I never cry at concerts, but I did tonight."
When he had finished, Casals bowed again, a little jerkily, and

made his way out of the chancel with what looked the hesitancy
of a man who is near-sighted. Once again every person in the
Prades cathedral silently rose in homage.
The remainder of the evening brought the Second and Third
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Brandenburg Concertos, and the D Minor Piano Concerto, with
Yvonne Lefebure of the abundant blond hair as soloist.

Casals himself conducted the orchestra of about 3 5 which, for
a month, has been rehearsing here with him. This orchestra is
international, some from the United States of America, some

from France, Germany, Italy and elsewhere and including two
or three Catalans from 'round about.
Alexander Schneider is concert master and the first cellist is

Paul Tortelier, whom many readers will remember as a Boston
Symphony Orchestra man for a season before the war.

There is no point in trying to soften the fact that the orches¬
tra, at its first appearance, sounded well enough, but not the
superb ensemble which comes only from years of playing
together. Furthermore, they must have been edgy from the long
hours of rehearsals and recordings, and the proverbial first
concert apprehension. But they played with the greatest will.
You could see that and hear it. And the result was not only
creditable to them, but a pleasure to the listener.

Casals conducted sitting down, now and again half-rising
when he wished to emphasize a nuance or bear down with his
incisive beat.
His conception of the three works was extremely interesting,

to a degree, and personal. All the way through he insisted upon

steady tempo and for the first movement of the Second Bran¬
denburg Concerto a very fast one. There was also the matter
of the "long line," as evident in his conducting as in his cello
playing.
No one could fail to perceive that here was the performance
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of a superlatively intellectual musician and a profound Bach
scholar of vast study and experience.
The opening movement of the Third Brandenburg was neither

so fast as Koussevitzky does it, for example, but yet a trifle
faster than Munch.

The slow movements of the Second Brandenburg and the
D-minor Piano Concerto seemed to be just right; they were

leisurely and the music sang, but at the same time it had motion.
The trumpet part of the Second Brandenburg, for a good reason,
was taken by a soprano saxophone, which in quality of sonority
was all right, but, being a reed-brass instrument, did not have
the powerful cutting quality of a trumpet. The Third Branden¬
burg Concerto was played in its original form, with the two
chords only separating the two fast movements.
Mme. Lefebure is a fluent pianist, but she played very loud

and untidily, not to say messily, in spots. She appeared to have
one idea of the work and Casals another, and the two did not

blend much of the time. Incidentally, there had been some
concern about the acoustics of the cathedral, during rehearsals
when it was empty. From where I sat everything sounded well,
and there was no echo. Probably the large audience and the
sound-deadening properties of clothing took care of that.
With the last chord of the Third Brandenburg came an

intense and frustrating silence. You wanted to applaud, to
stamp and cheer, but you could not. So this large audience had
to satisfy itself by remaining until Casals had bowed once or
twice, and as silently taken his leave.
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Streets Where Casals

Played Marble-Payed
PRADES, June 4—Until the idea of Pablo Casals' Bach

Festival was born, Prades was just a sleepy, little French agri¬
cultural town tucked into a valley of the Pyrenees-Orientales.
It was known probably to a few tourists driving between Vernet
les Bains, toward the Bay of Biscay, and Perpignan, to the south,
near the Mediterranean. It must have been known, also, to a

few archeologists who investigated the modest amount of ruins
from the days when the town evidently was a Roman colonial
outpost.

Prades today is normally a food-growing center and though
it fortunately was spared the ravages of the last war, it was

occupied by the Nazis because of its importance as a source of
food. It is a wealthy ville of about S 000 souls, where the popu¬
lation is healthy and works hard, and lives off its own fields, and
the sheep and goats that graze farther up the mountainside. Like
most villages in this region, Prades sits on a little rise above the
floor of the Tet River Valley, and in the shadow of the
Pyrenees, which tower higher and higher as you go northwest
to the Bay of Biscay.
The farmers here are very sharp, I am told, and if given a

chance will soak the daylights out of you. (Sounds like the old
stories about Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, but there,
as here, I've seen no evidence of it.)
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About 20 years ago they discovered they could make more

money raising edible fruits than from wine grapes, so the vine¬
yards gradually have given way to orchards. They raise cherries
and apricots (especially), peaches and pears. These fruits are
not sold locally, but fed into local cooperatives and eventually
fetch big prices in the Paris market. Thus the wealth of the
Tet River valley returns in the form of money, and meanwhile
these farmers live extremely cheaply.
There was an irrigation problem, for though there are rains

in the Spring (including two hefty showers yesterday, while the
raincoat I've toted thousands of miles, was 3 5 kilometers away
at Perpignan!) the Summers are very dry. These enterprising
farmers promptly bought some cement, and that, plus their own
labor, was all it cost them to make irrigation basins fed by
the mountain springs. Everything is green as an emerald here,
now, and there is so much water that plenty is carried through
stone channels and runs right through the streets of Prades.

Believe it or not, some of these streets are paved with marble.
(And this is not a variant of the old gag about the streets of
America being paved with gold.)
Many curbstones are lovely pink marble, infused with

quartzite, and in a side street I saw what looked like a garage
newly built of the same pink marble. The answer is that there
is plenty of that stone nearby at Villefranche, not the Ville-
franche of the naval base, but a smaller one here in the
Roussillons area.

Like the Azores Islands, where there is so much more wine
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than water, they use wine to slake the lime with which they
face their houses.

Though remote and in a countryside that looks a little wild
and fairly primitive beyond the few main streets, Prades is by
no means hard to reach. There are buses and an electrified
stretch of railway between Vernet les Bains and Perpignan. But
once you are in Prades you have a feeling of being well cut off
from the outside world.
There is one hotel, inevitably called the Grand, whose modest

restaurant service was all but shattered by the sudden jamming
in of Festival-goers on the opening night. Monsieur le patron
doubtless made himself a nice piece of money and will continue
to do so through June 19, when the Festival ends, but he'll
surely have more gray hairs, as well.

Across the street there is the Cafe Grand, one of these snug
sidewalk establishments where you may sit for hours over a

vermouth, a coffee or even just a quarter bottle of mineral
water. Of the Cafe Grand more anon.

Walk up the main street and turn left and you will find
yourself in front of a movie house, called the Folies Pradennes,
where they are to show Bette Davis and Glenn Ford in some¬

thing Frenchified into "La Voleuse" ("The Thief"). I wonder
what that title was in English? Can't remember. This cinema
is one of the several indications that Prades, though remote, has
its "correspondances," as the French say, with the world.
One street over and you find the Cathedral, sitting in its

ample square. It is hard to tell how old this structure is. The
tower looks 12th or 13 th Century, by its rough-hewn stones at
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the base, but the top must have been rebuilt later, for there is a
facing of stucco or cement. The front end of the church, with
its main doors (surprisingly small) has been reconstructed within
a few months, for it is shining new under the bright sun. Even
here, nevertheless, they have used some old materials, for the
corner stone is dated 1634. Probably, like many another old
European structure, this Cathedral had very early beginnings,
with additions and changes in the centuries that followed.
Though shapeless and not too attractive outside, the interior

of Prades Cathedral is good looking. The decorations, largely
in gold and a very light pastel blue, is ornate but pleasing. There
must be about eight side chapels, all of which were pressed into
use to seat the Festival audiences. They removed the prayer

benches, moved the pews closer together and bolted them to two-
by-fours, put individual chairs in wherever possible. On open¬
ing night I saw two people seated in the pulpit!
This, in short, is Prades, which probably never in its history

has seen anything like this Festival and these crowds. I wonder
what it will be like come November.
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Globe Music Critic at Prades

Casals' Second Concert

Repeats First Triumph
PRADES — The feeling in the air at the second concert of

the Bach Commemorative Festival here recently was the same

as it had been at the first, and there was just as much a sensation
of intensity. Bach provided the music, but the public gathered
here in the little town of Prades were directing their homage
at Pablo Casals. Once again they rose in silent respect and ad¬
miration when he appeared in the space before the blocked-off
chancel rail in the Prades Cathedral, and they repeated their
devotion when, his playing finished, the great cellist vanished
into the sacristy.
I cannot escape the impression that this adulation is a little

bewildering to Casals. After all, he is 73, and has behind him
a long career before the public as a cello virtuoso and a great
musician. But for several thousand people to travel afar to this
little spot in the Pyrenees, and to rise whenever he enters or
leaves, that is a degree of devotion granted to but few men in
their lifetime. And Casals is a simple man, I understand, per¬

sonally modest and not given to exacting displays of admiration
either for himself or for his art.

This second concert was given over to three Sonatas for cello
(originally viola da gamba) and clavier: in G major, D, and
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G minor. The pianist was Paul Baumgartner, Casals' old ac¬

companist of his days of a touring virtuoso, a friend and a
worthy partner of so profound a player of Bach as Casals.

As the orchestral concert of the opening program had been,
this sonata recital was an experience in every note. I have heard
such Bach playing only on a very few other occasions: Alexander
Schneider in the violin partitas; pianist Alexander Borovsky
doing some of the preludes and fugues; harpsichordist Wanda
Landowska, likewise preludes and fugues; Margaret Matzenauer
singing certain arias of Bach. Not that these examples are in¬
tended to serve as comparison with Casals, but simply to indi¬
cate that superb performance of Bach is to be counted in small
figures.

Once again Casals proved his intellectual mastery of Bach in
the grace and strength of his phrasing, and most particularly in
the sustained "long line" which characterized each of the three
sonatas. One aspect of great musicianship is the faculty of
making an audience hear, as it were a composition as a whole in
all the extent of its size and all the detail of its construction; the
same way, after certain familiarity, you can see in a glance the
whole and the details of an edifice, like the cathedrals at Orvieto
or Florence.

Another aspect of great music-making is the constant flow of
song, which no matter how horribly difficult it may be to pro¬
duce, sounds almost effortless to those who listen. These things
are essential components of the art of Pablo Casals, along with
his stupendous technic of the left-hand fingers and that uncan¬
nily easy and free and graceful bowing arm. In addition is that
14



gorgeous tone, not easy to analyze, since it is not exceptionally
big or lush, nor small or wiry. But that tone is of the same

satiny finish and the same amplitude from top to bottom of the
instrument's range.

Casals has had a gruelling month, with rehearsing the or¬
chestra, making records and attending to his own personal prac¬
tice. It is not surprising that he may become tired. There were

indications of fatigue toward the end of the concert, when the
pitch would slip just a hair. You could see that Casals himself be¬
came uneasy about this, and once, when a trill was a fraction out
of tune, he shivered perceptibly. Nonetheless these slight imper¬
fections, which are mentioned merely for their tiny worth in a

complete record of a great occasion, did not detract in the least
from the manifestation of a magnificent artist.
When it was over, and one realized that time did not permit

a longer stay to hear more of the festival, there was almost a

feeling of sorrow that the like of this music-making will not be
heard by these same ears again. Casals has said he will not tour
until the Franco regime is ended, and whether there will be an¬
other such Festival next year (not to consider the possibility of
attending it!) is problematical.
In the meantime every soul who will have had the good for¬

tune to hear Casals at Prades must thank his lucky stars for the
privilege. This is something which may prove to happen just
once in a life span.
The audience at this sonata recital obviously were deeply

moved. When it was over, and Casals had bowed two of his awk¬
ward but pleased bows and had silently disappeared, the public
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dispersed out into the square before the Prades Cathedral. They
were silent, for the most part. Surely no stronger tribute to a
great man and artist, and the standards which his art represents,
surely no stronger tribute could be made.
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